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Blue...

Blue is a colour that is full of contradictions. It is the colour of sadness as well as optimism and 
possibility. It is the colour of the endless sky and the deep unknown sea. Blue is often associated 
with cleanliness and purity, calmness and intuition. Blue is the colour that symbolizes the spiritual; 
since blue is the colour of the sky, it is, likewise, the colour of heaven. Blue symbolizes paradise 
in Iran and sacrifice in Aztec culture. In Indian mythology, Lord Vishnu is blue in his incarnation as 
Krishna, while in Renaissance paintings the Virgin Mary is portrayed in a blue cloak.

Meanwhile, blue is the least common colour in the foods we eat and an aristocrat is often described 
as having blue blood. Similarly, the colour blue has always been used to represent royalty and 
wealth. Blue is a musical colour – we play the Blues, Bluegrass, Rhythm and Blues. A blue ribbon 
denotes first place or quality and a blue movie or joke explores socially taboo subjects. Blue 
appears in many sayings and phrases such as ‘Out of the blue’ and ’Once in a blue moon’. When 
we wish to emphasize someone’s honesty and integrity we refer to them as ‘true blue’, and we 
often talk until we are ‘blue in the face’.

The seed of Blue, the exhibition, was sown when Object’s Director Steven Pozel, mentioned a 
great exhibition he had seen while in America several years ago. It was all one colour: black, and 
featured a diverse range of artists and materials that allowed the visitor an immersive experience 
whilst in the gallery. As part of Object’s Spring Series, an exhibition and events program providing 
audiences with new experiences both inside and outside the gallery, my co-curator Annette Mauer, 
and I decided that we wanted to give the audience the experience of an environment – one that 
evokes memories and feelings as well as opening up new experiences. This became part of the 
curatorial premise for Blue, it became about more than just the selection of artists that comply 
with a particular theme. 

Working within a theme often challenges artists to reassess their practice, leading them to explore 
new and exciting territory. Here, each artist was given a particular phrase relating to blue with 
which to work. It would be fair to say that a thematic exhibition can present an artist with more 
questions than it answers and that it denotes a certain bravery on the part of the artist to take up 
the challenge. This is certainly the case with Blue. Several amongst the group have rarely worked 
with this colour and initially found the experience quite difficult, however, it was an opportunity for 
all the artists to extend their exploration of the colour. 
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Emma Davies, for instance, is reliant on man-made materials for her work. She uses netting 
from grocers or hardware suppliers, much of it found, never in blue, always in bright colours 
dictated by the produce that it is intended to hold – orange for orange bags, yellow for lemons 
and so on. Thus, Blue presented Emma with more of a challenge than usual - the dilemma of 
sourcing materials. Inspired by the Bower Bird, Emma became, in essence, an embodiment of 
that notorious collector of blue. 

For ceramists Honor Freeman, Gerry Wedd and Mel Robson, the brief was somewhat easier - blue 
has a natural relationship with clay. There is a long history of blue used in glazes harking back to 
antiquity and Blue & White ceramics are known around the world, the Willow Pattern being perhaps 
its most widely recognised form in the West. Here the language of Blue & White is extended by Mel 
Robson who has played with the symbolism of the pattern, creating ‘Shotgun’, a Willow Pattern 
plate with the silhouette of a revolver industrially cut from its centre, the fragments sprayed out 
across the wall. When viewed in the context of Mel’s phrase, ‘Something Old, Something New, 

1. Emma Davies
Bower Bird, 2010
netting, found material

2. Emma Davies
Bower Bird 2010
netting, found material

3. Emma Davies
Bower Bird, 2010
netting, found material
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Something Borrowed, Something Blue’, the work makes a sly reference to a shotgun wedding 
and sits dramatically against her collection of plates exploring ideas of love, marriage and 
domestic bliss. 

Honor Freeman’s practice exploits the mimetic qualities of clay.  Here she has produced a porcelain 
bucket that leaks water and a plug that sits alongside it, a work so realistic it requires a double-
take. Honor’s practice acknowledges and quietly commemorates the smaller moments that are a 
constant rhythm of the everyday, the domestic and the way in which people deal with or view life. 
She seeks to make visible the relationship between us and the things we use, the gestures and 
humble objects that silently measure and mark time’s passing. The idea of the hole in the bucket 
references those times when everything seems to go wrong - the ‘moody blues’. 

Gerry Wedd, a keen surfer, felt that the phrase ‘Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea’ was 
perfect for him. Inspired by ancient maps featuring strange lands and mythological creatures 
representing the perils of sea travel, his pots are heavily influenced by Attic amphorae which often 

4. Mel Robson
Something Old, Something New, Something Borrowed, Something Blue...(and a silver sixpence in her shoe) Shot Gun II. ceramics plates, with decals

6. Honor Freeman
The Moody Blues. The Leaky Bucket ...The Moody Blues, 2010
slipcast & hand-built porcelain with metal handle

5. Mel Robson
Something Old, Something New, 2010, (detail), ceramics plates, with decals
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featured an interweaving of the mundane and the mythological on their surface. A pot’s surface 
makes an ideal map; the next destination appears as you circle the object. Gerry’s sea wraps 
around the vessel and the viewer is taken on a treacherous journey across a dark, mythical ocean 
filled with images ranging from Odysseus’ boat, Penelope to the Tampa. The text on the pots 
draws widely (and cheekily) from sources such as Shakespeare, T.S.Elliot, Tom Waits, P.B.Shelley, 
The Drones, Joni Mitchell and Tim Buckley.

Jewellers Melinda Young and Brenda Factor both explore their exhibition work within an installation 
context where the body of work as a whole is just as important as a single piece. In the case of 
Melinda’s work, this reflects on a fluid, intuitive process of making and exploring an idea, where 
one piece follows another into being. In Brenda’s work the same or a similar piece is repeated en 
masse allowing her to play with colour, pattern and repetition. Melinda and Brenda also employ 
colour as a significant element of their work. Both have used pink in the past, and recently Factor 
has explored subtle colour transitions across her installations. Here she explores ‘The Blues’ 

7. Honor Freeman
The Moody Blues. The Leaky Bucket , 2010
slipcast & hand-built porcelain with metal handle

8. Gerry Wedd
(detail)

9. Gerry Wedd
Between the Devil & the Deep Blue Sea
Sea of Love, 2010
coil built ceramic, coloured slips,
1220c oxidation
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but her ‘Dogs of Doom’ belie their name and reflect the nature of happiness, using humour and 
shades of blue to chase away their cousin the Black Dog. For Melinda, taking the plunge ‘Into 
the Blue’ posed a considerable challenge as her work usually explores warm monochromatic 
colour palettes that speak of the body’s interior spaces. A translation into blue renders her usual 
material vocabulary an ode to the sky and sea rather than a contemplation of the mortality and 
fragility of the body. For both Melinda and Brenda individual, wearable, functional pieces become 
part of a larger artwork, creating an environment and providing the viewer a context in which to 
see their work. 

Nicholas Jones is a de-constructor, a re-conditioner and a book sculptor. He takes obsolete text 
books, tattered pulp fictions and disused dictionaries, carving and cutting through jackets and 
pages, re-presenting them to the audience as exquisite and painstakingly made sculptures. In 
most cultures, books are revered as repositories of stories, factual information and images. Jones’ 
use of books as the basis of his art shifts our ‘reading’ of these familiar objects to a sculptural 

10. Melinda Young
Into the Blue, 2010

12. Melinda Young
Into the Blue, 2010

11. Brenda Factor
The Blues, The Dogs of Doom, 2010
cast silicone, pinned
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idiom appreciated for its physical shape and allusion. Here he tackles ‘Yves Klein Blue’ named 
after the French conceptual artist. This is a distinctive shade of blue that is difficult to remember 
or replicate. Nicholas’ seven attempts at Yves Klein Blue are a reverie of colour; an imagining 
without direct reference. Working with seven readymade books of varying shades of blue, he has 
leapt into the void and attempted to vivify the colour in his mind.

Brenden Scott French’s practice explores destructive human behaviours and our ability to mark 
everything with our ‘scent’. This is seen in his Predator series, where a large, powerful engine drags 
its cargo across a landscape of big skies, endless space and unknown possibilities. His response 
to the phrase ‘Blue Sky Dreaming’ resulted in two works, both referencing the landscape and this 
cargo, our baggage, that which we hold on to and take with us.  In each object there is a transient 
yet very necessary celebration of what is most precious in life. The sky looms large in all.

Lucille Martin is a social commentator. She tells her stories with threads - lots of them. Lucille is 
well known for her word series where she uses printed text, alongside extensive hand threading 

15. Brenden Scott French
Blue Sky Dreaming
Futures Pass - In the Valley of Alluvia, 2010
kiln-formed glass, hand carved with metal brackets

16. Brenden Scott French
(DETAIL)

13. Nicholas Jones
Seven Attempts at Yves Klein Blue, 2010, books, hand carved

14. Nicholas Jones
Yves Klein Blue
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finishes that combine processes that challenge the stereotype of the hand made.  For Lucille, the 
theme of this exhibition and her phrase, ‘True Blue’, presented an exciting new direction for her 
work, as blue is a colour that she had not previously been drawn to. Lucille describes herself as 
‘post-medium’ , an artist who takes the concept and the application past the usual stereotype, 
incorporating both age-old hand crafted techniques with modern machinery, thereby pushing 
her material past its perceived ability. This is certainly true of all the makers in Blue. They are 
all contemporary artists working within a modern framework, each engages, to an extent, with 
new technologies, but all carefully note that the hand crafted imprint on their work is the most 
important part of making. 

17. Lucille Martin
Crystal Blue Persuasion
Crystal Blue Persuasion, 2010
textile, thread, polyester

18. Lucille Martin
True Blue
True Blue, 2010
textile, nylon thread, print
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Blue weaves together myth and memory, humour, hope and history through the work of 9 
outstanding artists. The exhibition has provided new possibilities for artists to interpret a single 
colour and has presented audiences with traditional themes and innovative ideas allowing them 
to draw on their own experiences of the colour blue. 

Annette Mauer & Kylie Johnston, 2010

1. “Mixing it up”, MFA exhibition, Bertha and Karl Leubsdorf Art Gallery, Hunter  NY, April 2009

Questions

1. Artists have used colour to symbolise ideas and feelings. Colour is used to effect emotion and 
create a mood or atmosphere. Consider three of the works in BLUE and discuss the way the 
artist has interpreted the colour Blue.

2. In this exhibition the artists were asked to respond to a statement about blue. How have two 
of these artists responded to the brief and how successful have they been?

3. Many of the artists in the exhibition do not regularly use the colour blue in their work. How 
would participating in this exhibition benefit their practice?

4. Consider the use of materials in this exhibition. What do these works tell us about 
contemporary craft practice? Find works that uses existing objects and found materials.

5. What is this exhibition trying to communicate to the audience?

6. Exhibitions are often created around a central theme or idea. Create an exhibition that 
communicates ideas about other colours that might interest you. Write a curatorial statement 
and brief to the artists/crafts practitioners and list the artists you would approach.
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